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 Toolkit!



Hi, I’m Marilynn Dawson, The Solo-Mom Agape Resource Tactician!

I aid the struggling Christian single mom of school-aged kids in reducing her overwhelm 

managing time and finances.

My Lived Experience began back when my kids where ages 3 and 5. I’d fled an abusive marriage and would find 

myself divorced almost 2 years later. Overwhelm coupled with an intense desire to be obtaining a career to raise 

my kids on my own were two driving forces back then. 

I am a doer, so figuring out how to do things in the best way and time possible was constantly top of mind even 

when all I wanted to do was cry. Financial constraints became a very real thing after graduating the training 

program, and that began various lessons teaching our household how to live on less than a shoestring budget 

(based on what most budget bloggers think people have to work with).

Life around the home was (and if truth be told, still is) never static for more than several months at a time as a 

result, with when and how we did and still do things regularly being tweaked for better efficiency as the kids grew, 

and as finances fluctuated.



I now offer my lived experiential knowledge to other Sisters in 

Christ who could use a coach to come alongside them while they figure out 

schedules or money concerns while raising their children. It has been my 

experience that coupled with moments of quiet before the Lord, these two areas 

contribute the most to a mother’s sense of rest and ability to handle the world.

This “Lived Experience” gives me the background necessary to coach you through 

this period of life as a godly single mother.

Thoughts on Coaching:

Life coaching in the modern world is now the paid concept of mentorship from 

earlier historical times. Individualistic lifestyles in the modern world often mean

family is not there for each other, perhaps even non-existent. This can leave a 

single mother not having a clue who to go to with their home stuff, how to do 

things, etc. Life coaches fill that void that used to be filled by other members of 

more close-knit communities. In the Body of Christ, older women are 

encouraged to mentor younger women in the ways of the household.

Titus 2:3-5 The aged women likewise, that they be in behaviour as becometh holiness, not false 

accusers, not given to much wine, teachers of good things; 4 That they may teach the young women to 

be sober, to love their husbands, to love their children, 5 To be discreet, chaste, keepers at home, good,

obedient to their own husbands, that the word of God be not blasphemed.

Naomi coaching Ruth regarding Boaz, and Elizabeth coaching Mary in pregnancy are just two examples from 

Scripture. Herod’s wife mentoring her daughter is an unfortunate case of dangerously poor mentoring. Good or 

bad, younger women instinctively look up to older women for guidance.



Your FREE ToolKit:

It is my hope that as you use the discovery tools in this free booklet, that you will be able to maintain important 

elements life in your home.  Get your children to help out.  Get them to keep you accountable and to keep each 

other accountable.  Have them help you with discovery process.  Discuss why you marked some items as things you

can do and why you marked them as things others can do instead.  

When you assess your grocery and household stuff that you typically take for granted, discuss why some things are 

wants and others are needs as well.  

If you'd like assistance with your household and grocery audit, and you are a Christian single mother, consider 

contacting me for individual sessions related to Taming the Clock and Taming the Coin.

Enjoy this free toolkit.  

Sincerely,

Marilynn Dawson
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Our Home Supply Chain Discovery  

As life gets more challenging in the new normal we're discovering as it unfolds before us, particularly for those 
of us who can't or won't be vaccinated for various reasons, it is important to take stock of what you take for 
granted around house and home, what you generally expect to be able to buy and make use of.  

In the next few pages, you will see pages that reflect one type of over-arching grocery list.  Add and subtract 
until it reflects every single item or type of item you buy for your household.

You will see pages reflecting the typical items used around your home.  Add and subtract until this list reflects 
what is used around your home, think of each room in the house if it helps for these pages.

The last several pages are intended to help you understand what is necessary to obtain stuff in the first two 
lists.  Highlight the lists in the latter pages that reflect what you may already do or can learn to do.  Use the 
coding system to help mentioned at the bottom of every page of this spreadsheet.

If there is a supply chain missing from the latter pages that your household would need, write it down and 
brainstorm it as far up the chain as you can, referencing other supply chains already mentioned when you come 
to their items in the new list(s).  Code each step in the new supply chain(s) as you did with the existing ones.

Now look at the gaps where there are no codes that indicate you or someone else makes or grows something.  
Ask yourself and your household how those gaps would affect your home if they weren't filled by someone.  If 
gaps exist for items someone in your home absolutely could not live without (their health would fail or job 
would cease for example), what workarounds exist to make up for the need created by that gap?  Think outside 
the box here, traditional thinking won't help in this situation.  Perhaps ask around until you find someone who 
can fill that gap.

If you have a great memory, there is no need to take this any further.  You know how you'll meet household 
basics and remember who to go to for various items on the list.  But if you are prone to forgetting things, go 
back through all the codes indicating someone other than you makes something, and write their name and 
contact info beside that item.

It may be helpful for every name you write on your list, to ensure they get a fresh copy of this spreadsheet to 
work through for themselves.  It may be, that your name ends up on their list somewhere.  

It may be helpful to talk to each person you've written on your list to find out if what they do could be done for 
others, and if so, would they want payment and if so, what price and what kind of payment?  This discussion 
should include alternative forms of payment if governments decide to freeze bank accounts of those who can't 
or don't get vaccinated.    As you find out who does what for free, who does what for a fee and how they 
expect payment, write that in beside their names as well. 

So gather your household and make an afternoon of going through this spreadsheet together.  Take another 
afternoon or few to do the contacting whenever necessary that was marked throughout the spreadsheet.  Lastly, 
make a copy of the updated spreadsheet and put it somewhere for safe keeping.  A printed copy for hanging on 
the fridge and putting in the filing cabinet will be very helpful as well.  Should you lose electricity and can't 
access your device, paper copies will come in very handy. 
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Stay safe my friend.

While many prepare bug-out bags (also called to-go bags, etc), and while it is wise to discreetly stock up on 
things like non-perishables, water, etc., those actions are typically for emergency use and at best, for those who 
have the space, may afford up to a year's worth of supplies, but on average, may only provide for 3 days to 1 
week to 1 month's worth of supplies.  It is best to think long term while preparing for the short term.  Global 
life is making some long term changes that we need to stay viable in even if it means going off grid.   
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Our Household Regularly Buys Code Code

Shopping List
Item Item

Dairy Milk Condiments Ketchup
eggs Mustard
Butter Block Soy

Cheese Block jam
Shreds syrup

Spices Thyme
Sour Cream oregano
Salad Dressing Marjoram
Ice Cream Basil

Supplements Vitamin C Parsley

Grains Bread paprika
Buns pepper
Cereal cinnamon
Oatmeal Paste
Macaroni Sauce

soup

Spaghetti Meat Beef Roast
Hamburger

Crackers Patties
Oriental Noodles wieners
wraps Steaks
Pitta bread Pork Roast
Pancake hamburger

Produce Lettuce chops
parsley sausage
Romaine Chicken Roast
Broccoli Parts

Turkey Roast
Tomatoes Cleaning/Hygiene PADS
spinach liners
Peppers
Onions q-tips

Carrots
Potatoes
Apples Toothpaste

Mayonaise Terikiyaki

yogurt

Cyanne

chilli pdr

Tomatoe

Rottinini
Penne canned vegies

Lasagna

Cellery

laundry det.

cosm.pads
draino
Deoderant
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Our Household Regularly Buys Code Code

applesauce Toilet Paper
Bananas Kleenex
Oranges Green
Garlic Light bulbs
Mushrooms Dish Soap
frozen corn
cranberries Plastic wrap

Beverages Herb teas Razors
tea bar soap

water filter ref
Frozen Juice bleach

Baking oil black bags
baking soda pot scrubbers
sugar hand soap
almonds
coconut I Make IM
baking powder Family Makes FM
flour Friend Makes
brown sugar Friend of Friend makes FFM
salt Acquaintance makes AM
icing sugar Know of stranger who makes SM
yeast
cornstarch
honey
lard
Vinegar

Sani-gel

vapor rub

lemon conc.

FrM
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Our Household Uses Code Code Code

Clothing socks dishware forks Cleaning window cleaner
underpants knives floor cleaner
bras small spoons broom
T-shirts large spoons mop
Long-sleeved shirts mixing spoons scrubber
Tank tops cooking spoons toilet scrubber
sweaters roast fork
sweat pants roast knife Repairs screw drivers
jeans bread knife drill
shorts lunch plate saw
dresses dinner plate hammer

dessert plate wrenches
dessert bowl pliers
breakfast bowl nails
pasta bowl screws
drinking glasses bolts
drinking cups nuts

sandals travel mugs washers
water bottles staples

runners stapler
hikers cookware small pot glue
boots medium pot glue gun

dinner pot
Linens dish cloths soup pot Storage rope

tea towels double boiler bags
wash cloths roaster boxes
hand towels small frying pan Totes
standard towels medium frying pan jars
large towels large frying pan shelving
rag bag strainer cabinet
pillow cases desk
bottom sheets cupboard
top sheets pancake flipper
thin blankets tongs Furniture table
thick blankets ladle chairs
cheese cloths grater counter
cushion sharpening steel bed
pillow cookie trays closet

pizza trays sink
muffin tins tub
bread tins shower

couch

pajama shorts
pajama pants
pajama short sleeved tops
pajama long-sleeved tops
summer pajamas
winter pajamas

Slip-ons

seive
collander
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I Make IM
Family Makes FM

Friend Makes
Friend f Friend makes FFM
Acquaintance makes AM
Know of stranger who makes SM

FrM
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Who Does What? Code

I am a mechanic - what does a mechanic need?
Overalls
tools
What is necessary to obtain those overalls and tools?  Someone needs to make them.
For overalls, follow the "I Sew" supply chain.
For Tools:

I make anvils
I make forms (metal,cement,wood,rubber)
I build kilns
I make bricks
I make hammers
I make tongs
I make safety helmets
I make aprons (for cooks, smiths, woodworkers, etc)

I am an electrical engineer or an electrician - what does an electrician need?
Clothing - see the I Sew supply chain
Pliers,

cutters

Various cable types
screws
boxes

I am a carpenter - what does a carpenter need?
Wood 
workbench
sawhorse - see furniture/woodworking supply chain
Axe
chainsaw
hammer
saw
nails
screws

level
planer
sander

I am a Smithie

crimpers

For metal tools, see the I am a Smithie supply chain

For above tools see smithie supply chain

beveller
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Who Does What? Code

lathe
router

clothing 
apron - see I Sew supply chain
safety goggles

I can provide childcare or am a childcare educator - what does an educator need?
Paper sheets
pens
pencils
crayons
pencil crayons
markers
glue
staples
tape
stapler
tape dispenser
chairs
tables
shelving
cupboards
desk(s)
sink
water

I am a cook - what does a cook need?
Food ingredients, see some of the food-based supply chains listed

food prep surfaces - see woodworker supply chain
Clothing - see I Sew supply chain

I am a homesteader - what does a homesteader need?
Animal feed - farming supply chains
Wood pens - see woodworking supply chain

buckets - see those that work with forms
hoses - water management supply chain?

dremel

cookware - see I am a smithie supply chain

wire fencing - see smithie supply chain
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Who Does What? Code

I am a plumber - what does a plumber need?

Clothing - see I Sew supply chain

I am a trucker or provide transportation - what does such a person need?
Clothing - see I Sew supply chain

Fuel - method of powering vehicle - see farming/homesteading supply chains

I sew
I hand-sew
I knit
I crochet
I weave
I spin wool
I make thread
I carve needles
I create knives
I sharpen knives/scissors
I make looms
I raise sheep/goats and offer wool/meat/milk
I farm hay/grains
I fix/repair domestic vehicles
I fix/repair heavy machinery
I machine parts
I 3D print parts
I make farm-grade ethanol

I bake bread/buns
I bake treats such as brownies/fudges/caramels/chocolates

I make sugars/sweeteners
I grind flours and grains

I make dutch ovens
I farm wheat, barley, other grains
I farm corn

wrenches/pliers/crimpers/cutters/screw drivers/screws - see smithie supply chain
Piping - see smithie supply chain

Vehicle - see smithing and woodworking supply chains

I bake flatbreads such as pita bread, tortillas hard/soft, naan
I make milk kefir
I make water kefir

I'm a beekeeper and offer honey/propolis/bees wax
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Who Does What? Code

I raise cattle and offer dairy products, meat products, and leather
I fix/repair domestic vehicles
I fix/repair heavy machinery
I machine parts
I 3D print parts
I make farm-grade ethanol

I grow vegetables
I make wine vinegar
I grow grapes and offer juice, jam, etc

I grow kitchen herbs and spices
I make baskets/buckets
I make sifters/strainers/sieves
I make garden tools
I repair garden tools
I make solar ovens

I make ladders/scaffolding
I make wheel barrows
I build root cellars
I make shovels
I repair construction equipment domestic/commercial

I build furniture, woodworking
I mill wood
I smith nails and other connector measures
I log trees
I make linseed oil
I make walnut oil
My team of horses can haul out of the bush
I sharpen saws/axe blades/chisels/whittling knives

I forage wild plants for teas/medicines/hygiene products
I make drying trays
I make nets

I press olive/sunflower/saffron oil
I make soap

I make tallow for soap/candles

I make salsas, chutneys, kimchi, etc.

I'm an apple orchardist and offer apples, juice, apple cider vinegar

I weave cheeseclothes

I weave cheeseclothes

I make vegetable glycerin
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Who Does What? Code

I carve stone
I make wooden self-sealing containers

I paint
I make pigments
I make paint brushes
I make paint trays
I make canvas
I make string/rope/twine
I build easels

I Make IM
Family Makes FM
Friend Makes
Friend of Friend makes FFM
Acquaintance makes AM
Know of stranger who makes SM

I make mortar and pestal sets

FrM
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MORE FROM THIS AUTHOR:

“Becoming the Bride of  Christ:  A Personal  Journey” Volumes 1 – 6 with Leader's
Guide and Study Journal

“It  was  then  that  an  unmistakable  sensation
came over me, as if God were holding me in a
360 degree embrace and saying, "NOW I can
love you!" Fresh tears began to flow as I sat
there soaking in a love I had never anticipated
could  ever  flow  from God  to  me.  .  .  What
followed  led  to  the  lessons,  discoveries  and
revelations found in this series!" 
 
"Becoming  the  Bride  of  Christ:  A Personal

Journey" chronicles Marilynn's personal journey as she learns to live with God as unseen
Husband and Father in the home. It's about learning to appropriate many Scriptural concepts
that have been overly spiritualized, and bringing them down to where life is lived every day.
 
This series can be read as an account of the lessons God's actively teaching her, or it can be
engaged in as a personal or group Bible study.  There is quite a bit of Scripture in every
chapter, as well as questions to help a person appropriate these lessons into their own life.  
 
One of Marilynn's goals is to share a story that men as well as women can read and glean
from. Too often presentations on the Bride of Christ have been geared toward women when
Scripture says the Church, who is referred to as the Bride of Christ, is made up of men and
women. She writes from a women's perspective, but desires that men will be able to gather
helpful insight, not just women. After all, everyone is called to live out the commands of
Christ in everyday life. 



MORE FROM THIS AUTHOR

“Mom's Little Black Book: Godly Advice for the High School Graduate”

As our youth graduate high school and head
out into the world,  many parents wonder if
they've done all they can.  Is there one more
thing we can do before our youth spread their
wings and fly the coop?  Is there one more
bit  of  advice  we  can  offer  to  ensure  that
they'll be equipped for the road ahead?  The
answer is YES! 

Marilynn Dawson, author of "Becoming the
Bride  of  Christ:  A Personal  Journey",  has
written  a  new book entitled,  "Mom's  Little
Black  Book:  Godly  Advice  for  the  High
School Graduate".  This little book is meant
to be a Mother's attempt at guiding her teen-
turning-young  adult  through  some  of  the
more common aspects of daily life.  Among
it's pages the reader will find quotes from a
much more comprehensive guide, otherwise

known as the Bible!  Basic Instructions Before Leaving Earth.  Each page contains one tidbit
of advice, or a Scripture, or a work-page to help your youth along their way.  This book is
divided into sections, so that if your teen needs advice on something, they can find it quicker
just by going directly to the desired section.

God says to raise up a child in the way he should go, and when he is old he will not depart
from it.   God also urges parents to ensure that their  children, like arrows from a quiver
placed in the bow-string, fly straight and true.  It is Marilynn's hope that these tidbits of
advice assist your youth to fly straight and true as they go out to become all that God created
and designed them to be.
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“Practical Thoughts on Becoming an Author”

You've seen their names on the shelves of the
local  bookstore:  Francine  Rivers,  Beth
Moore,  Tom  Clancy,  Rick  Warren,  Tim
LeHaye,  etc.  You've seen biographies about
D.L.  Moody,  Corrie  Ten  Boom,  and  the
Hudson  Twins.  Slowly but  surely,  a  dream
forms  in  your  own  mind;  A  dream  that
becomes  a  quietly  entertained  heart-felt
longing to see your own name on a book one
day;  to have your  own story in print.  With
advances in technology and drastic changes
in the publishing landscape, it's now possible
for  anyone  with  such  a  dream  to  get
themselves into print.

“Practical Thoughts on Becoming an Author”
is  a  short  ebook  aimed  at  introducing  the
budding author to free or low-fee tools they
can  utilize  to  get  their  book  written,
formatted, and published for the world to see.



MORE FROM THIS AUTHOR

“Dressed for Eternity”

What  does  a  Roman Soldier,  a  Yemeni  headdress,  and the
Bride of Christ have in common?  Do gems, silk and honey
have  something  to  say  together?  What  if  the  message  of
eternity was found in antiquity?
  
Introducing,  "Dressed  for  Eternity",  by  Author  Marilynn
Dawson.  

Through  practical  research  into  down-to-earth  materials,
history and workmanship, Marilynn draws some interesting
parallels to character God longs to see in the Bride of Christ.
Join  her  as  she  makes  forays  into  Egypt,  Yemen,  Canaan,
Rome and ultimately, the New Jerusalem.  

Learn how God adorns  His  Bride,  and the practical,  everyday applications  to  life  lived
before God and the world.
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“A Year in Prayer With Jesus”

Do you struggle with the idea of a daily prayer life?
Have you ever  found yourself  asking along with
the disciples, "Lord, teach us to pray"? Then this
book is for you. Let us join the disciples as we sit
at Jesus' feet and join Him in prayer. . . for an entire
year.

It is important to realize that The Lord's Prayer is
not  a recipe for answered prayer.   Rather,  it  is  a
recipe for increased relationship with the One Who
desires  to  answer  our  prayers.   There  is  a  very
specific  order  in  which  Christ  says  we  should
approach God the Father.  This order, if followed,
brings the child of God into a place of gratitude,
humility, and reverence.  It seeks to bring the heart
of the prayerful one into alignment with what beats
God's heart and it moves the Christian to put feet to
their prayer life.  

It is my desire as you go through the coming year with me, that you'll gain a practical, living
understanding and personal experiential insight into the realm of prayer that will lift you
above the materialistic tendencies;  above the selfish motives;  above the need for instant
gratification and attention, and into the realm of God's heart not just for you, but for those
around you; not just for your own issues and needs, but those around you, and lastly, that
you will experience the richness of just “being” in His presence.



MORE FROM THIS AUTHOR

“Pumpkin Pie From the Ground Up! (Well, Sort of!)” e-book-only

Most  people  have that  go-to recipe
that they use consistently. This is the
one  people  keep  coming  to  you
asking  for  more.  Let  me  introduce
you to the recipe that I use, the one
that  gets  the  rave  reviews  and that
people,  including  my  daughter's
friends, regularly ask for.  

From picking out the best pumpkin
to preparing it  for  use in your  best
holiday  pie  yet,  this  little  ebook
walks you through every step of the
way!  

BYOC! (Bring your own crust)
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“The Poor Man's Budget (Or Anyone For That Matter) A Five Week Course -
Learning to Live Within Your Means”

This course is great for para-church groups reaching out to those who are struggling
in  their  neighbourhoods!  This  includes  the  working  poor  at  the  local  mission;
benevolence ministries, organizations helping men and women rebuild their lives as
they recover from bad life choices, halfway houses, etc. Even local food banks and
secular outreach programs can make use of this course. Each session begins with
opening prayer and Scripture. 

If you lead a church-based or para-church ministry reaching out to those who are
struggling, if you care about preventing them from joining the ranks of those on the
street, then you'll want to get your hands on this course as soon as it's published in
order to begin planning your first 5 week session.



MORE FROM THIS AUTHOR

“One Year Prayer Journal”

As  you  enter  your  prayer  closet  every
day,  bring  your  Bible,  a  pen,  and  this
journal to jot down the verse that jumps
off the page at you, and to record prayers,
thoughts, and anything else that comes to
mind  as  you  engage  with  the  Lover  of
your soul.

There  is  one  page  for  each  of  the  365
days of the typical year, plus one extra in
case you pick this up in a leap year.

The pages are not dated, so that you can
begin using this  journal  at  any point  in
the year.  If you wish, you may add the
date at the top of each page.  Doing so
may actually prove useful if you go back

through your journal at a later date, and wonder which day it was when God had
shared a certain thing with you.

May your time in your prayer closet be rich this year.
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30 Days of Advent Colouring Journal

It  is  customary  in  many
families  and  Churches  to
celebrate  the  season  called
Advent every December.  This
is  a  time  of  waiting,  of
expecting,  of  anticipation,  and
of preparation as we get ready
for the big day!  

“30 Days of Advent Colouring
Journal”  not  only  offers  a
unique way to celebrate Advent
with  your  family,  it  also
incorporates  another  treasured
past-time  among  various
denominations  and  family
groups:  The  Jesse  Tree.   The
Jesse  Tree introduces  .  .  .  the
lives of various people who are
featured in Jesus' earthly family tree.  Images to be coloured on each day are taken from The
Jesse Tree and in some way represent the person or subject being covered on that day.

However,  we  aren't  just  reading  and  merely  colouring  our  way through  the  Christmas
season!   Each day bears  Scripture,  thoughts,  and  a  question  to  ponder.   Opposite  each
colouring page, space is reserved for devotional thoughts as they come to you or a member
of your family as you progress through the Christmas season.

May this Advent colouring journal bless you and yours this Christmas!



MORE FROM THIS AUTHOR

Themed Writing Prompts: Christmas

These  journals  are  intended  to  encourage  creative
thinking,  whether  in  story  writing,  prose,  essay
research, etc.  These journals and others in this series
can be used either digitally, where you do your writing
on your laptop or computer while grabbing the prompt
from your phone, or they can be used via paperback
for writers who still value putting pen to paper.

Each writing prompt journal in this series is thematic.
Some  are  only  30  days  long  while  others  might
contain  up  to  3  months'  worth  of  daily  writing
prompts.  

Themed Writing Prompts: Spring                    Themed Writing Prompts: New Year
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Themed Writing Prompts: Valentines



MORE FROM THIS AUTHOR

Your Personal Paper Assistant: Scratch Books #1-3

Allow me to introduce you to Your Personal Paper  Assistant: Your Faithful Book of  Scratch
Paper!  How  often do you find yourself  reaching for yet another  piece of  scrap paper to
scratch out a grocery list, how  many bills you can pay with the last pay cheque, that  phone
number in the voicemail, doodle while talking  to someone on the phone, etc?  If  you're like
me, you  have a stack of  scrap paper near your desk to always  be   sure   there's   something
to   write   on   when   that  moment strikes. 

But what if  you're not at your desk?  What if  you're  downtown,  in the car, at the beach, or
sitting in a  diner?  Where's the scrap paper pile then?   

Aw sure you have a phone, but pen to paper that you  can refer back to later just makes so
much more sense!  (Particularly when the phone battery dies by accident because you forgot
to plug it in) 

Well, here you go.   Look no further.   Your faithful  Paper Assistant will travel with you
everywhere you go  and keep everything you've ever jotted down nice and  handy.        
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Spiritual Warfare 101

When you become a Christian, meaning when
you have accepted Christ's gift of Salvation
AND made Him Lord of your life, you are
automatically enlisted in the Army of the Lord.
From the time we get saved to the time we
reach heaven, we are embroiled in a battle for
our very souls.

1 Timothy 6:12 Fight the good fight of faith,
lay hold on eternal life, whereunto thou art also
called, and hast professed a good profession
before many witnesses.

For some of us, this battle rages terribly for
months or years at a time. For others of us, it
comes and goes in waves depending on if we
are deemed a threat or not. If you are new to the
concept of spiritual warfare but not new to the
faith, it may be that up until now, you were not
seen as much of a threat, or those you love and care about were not seen as much of a threat. 
Either way, there is a battle going on, seen or unseen, felt or unfelt, for the souls of men.

If you are reading this workbook, you are now aware that you need to suit up and get
active in the role God has called you to fulfill in His army.
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